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Indiana Jones is a copyrighted property. This is an unauthorised, unofficial game produced merely for the entertainment of fans and is non-profit 

making. This game is completely FREE for you to download, print and play. 

  

Instructions and Game Rules 

You will need the Game Cards PDF file to produce this ‘Print and Play’ game. 

To get started print the component pages as described (each page has notes about how many times it should be printed). Each page should have ‘card 

backs’ on them after printing. Cut the cards out along the grey lines. Eventually you should have a deck of Game Cards. 

It is also recommended that you print these rules for quick reference during the game. 

 

Objective 

Welcome to the exciting world of Indiana Jones. In the deck there are several Artefact cards. The objective is simple, the player with the highest 

value of Artefacts when the last card is drawn, wins the game.  

As well as collecting (and keeping) the valuable Artefacts, players should use Attack cards to reduce the number of cards other players have, because 

this can highlight which players have Artefacts. 

 

Setting up the Game 

Shuffle all the game cards together and deal 5 cards (face down) to each player. Place the remaining cards face down in a stack, in the middle of the 

table to form the draw pile. Now decide who will go first and you are ready to begin.  

 

Ending the Game 
The game ends immediately when the last card is drawn. At this point all players discard cards from their hand until all they have left is their Artefact 

cards – these are then revealed to all players. Players total the Point values of all of their Artefact cards; the player with the highest Point value is the 

winner. 

Player's Turn 
On their turn, a player can do one of the following; 

 

DRAW A CARD from the draw pile 

OR 

PLAY A CARD from their hand 

 

As soon as a player has done one of the above actions, play passes to the player on their left. 

 

See below for a description of how all the cards are played. 

Any player who had a card beneath the Fortune and Glory card should include the Point value from that Artefact card in their total. 

 

 

 

 



 

Game Cards 

Artefacts Cards 
You do not ‘play’ Artefact cards, they just stay in your hand until the end of the game, or until they are stolen. These cards have varying Point values 

(from 5 to 40 points). The player with the highest value of Artefact cards in their hand, at the end of the game is the winner.  

You can NEVER DISCARD Artefact cards from your hand, they can however be stolen (see below). When instructed to discard cards you should 

discard any non-Artefact cards; you must keep any Artefacts that you hold in your hand. This is a good way to find out which players have Artefacts. 

  
Example – Player A plays a card which instructs Player B to lose 4 cards. Player B has the following cards in his hand; 1 Action Point card, the 

‘Holy Grail’ Artefact card, and 2 x Steal cards. 

Player B discards the Action Point card, the 2 Steal cards and must still discard another card – as all he has is an Artefact (which he cannot 

discard), he tells Player A that he cannot discard any more.  

Player A now knows that Player B must have one Artefact card, he decides that on a later turn he will use a Steal card to take the Artefact. 

  

There is one card (Fortune and Glory card) which allows an Artefact card to be used in a different way, this will be explained later in the rules.  

 
 

 
 

Steal Cards 
This card is played on your turn to take a card from another player. The player you choose must fan their cards out (so you cannot see the face-sides) 

then allow you to take one of the cards and add it to your own hand. This card is then discarded. 

  

Example – After the events of an earlier turn, Player A knew that Player B had at least one Artefact card in their hand. Since that turn, Player B had 

drawn 2 more cards, so now had 3 cards in his hand. 

Player A plays a Steal card against Player B. The Steal card is placed on the discard deck, then Player B fans out his cards and Player A takes one, 

hoping to take the Artefact. 

Player A places the stolen card in his own hand and is disappointed when realises that it was an Action Point card. He had failed to steal the 

Artefact card, but luckily he had another Steal card to try again with on his next turn. 

  

Action Point Cards 
Action Point cards come in values of 1,2 or 3 and used to cancel out several different types of cards. 

When a card says a player must play a certain number of Action Points, those Action Points can be made up by several Action Point cards.  

Partner cards can also be used for their Action Point value; in this case the card is treated in the same way as an Action Point card. 

Action Point cards, or Partner cards used for their Action Points, are discarded when used. 

If you play several Action Point cards which come to more Action Points than is actually required, the additional points are lost and cannot be carried 

over in anyway. 

  

Example 1 – Player A plays an Adventure card and chooses Player B as his ‘target’ for that card. This card states that the target player must play 3 

Action Points or let all other players steal a card from them. 

Player B has an Action Point card with a value 2 and another Action Point card with a value of 1. He plays these together with a combined value of 

3, to cancel out the Adventure card. 

The Adventure card, and the 2 Action Point cards used, are all discarded. 

  
Example 2 – Player B plays an Attack card and chooses Player A as his ‘target’ for that card. This card states that the target player must discard 5 

cards (not Artefacts), for each Action Point they play reduce the number of cards lost by 1. 

Player A has two Action Point cards, both with a value of 2. The Action Point total of 4 would reduce the number of cards which must be discarded 

to 1.  

Checking his hand, Player A notices the Marion Ravenwood Partner in his hand; this card can be used as 4 Action Points. He decides to play the 

Partner card (Action Point value of 4) and one of his Action Point cards (value of 2), for a total of 6 Action Points. This means he will not have to 

lose any cards. The Attack card, the Partner card, and the Action Point card are all discarded. 

  



Adventure Cards 
This card is played on your turn against another player. The player you choose to play this card against will be the ‘target’ player. Adventure cards 

can be cancelled if the target player plays a certain number of Action Points (as stated on the card), if not then the effects listed on the card take 

place. Whether it is cancelled by Action Points, or whether the target player takes the effects listed, Adventure Cards are always discarded after use. 

Any Action Point cards used to cancel an Adventure card are also discarded. 

  

Example – Player A plays an Adventure card and chooses Player B as his ‘target’ for that card. This card states that the target player must play 5 

Action Points or swap their entire hand of cards with the player who played the card. 

Player B only has one Action Point card with a value of 3, but as that is not enough he must swap all of his cards (he has 5, including some 

Artefacts) with Player A’s hand of cards (he only has two). 

  

Attack Cards 
This card is played on your turn against another player. The player you choose to play this card against will be the ‘target’ player, and they must lose 

the number of cards stated on the Attack card. 

For each Action point the target player plays, the number of cards to be lost is reduced by one. 

If the target player must discard cards and has only Artefacts left, they must state that they are unable to discard their remaining cards (giving away to 

other players that they possess Artefacts).  

All Action Points played, and the Attack card itself, are always discarded. 

  

Partner Cards 
If you play this card on your turn you can take cards from the discard deck and put them into your hand. Different Partner cards allow you to take 

varying numbers of cards from the discard deck. You do not have to show these cards to the other players. After doing this, discard the Partner card.  

Another way to use Partner cards is for their Action Points value (listed on the card). If you use a Partner card in this way it is then discarded. 

 

Traitor Card 
When another player declares that they are using one of their Partner cards (for whatever reason) you can interrupt and play this card to cancel their 

Partner card. Their Partner card and your Traitor card are both discarded. 

Brainwashed Card 
Play this card, on your turn, to swap your entire hand of cards with a player of your choice. This card is then discarded. When swapping your hand of 

cards, Artefacts are included in the swap (except any beneath the Fortune and Glory card). The Brainwashed card is then discarded. 

The only card which can cancel out this card, is the Heroic Return card. 

  

Heroic Return Card 
The only purpose of this card is to cancel out the Brainwashed card as it is played against you. The Heroic Return card is then discarded. 

  

Fortune and Glory Card 
On your turn play this card by placing it face up in front of you, then place one of your Artefact cards face down underneath it. You do not have to 

show the other players which Artefact was placed. 

This Artefact will remain beneath the Fortune and Glory card until the end of the game; it cannot be stolen or swapped (by the Brainwashed card) at 

any time. When the game ends discard the Fortune and Glory card and add the Artefact card, which was beneath it, to your other cards so you may 

score with it. 

You should not play this card if you have no Artefacts in your hand; Only one Artefact can ever be placed beneath this card and it must be done on 

the turn in which the card is played. 

When another player declares that they are using one of their Partner cards (for whatever reason) you can interrupt and play this card to cancel their 

Partner card. Their Partner card and your Traitor card are both discarded. 



Also available from MM Games; 

 
 

 
Visit us at 

http://mmboardgames.page.tl/ 

 


